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Abstract
Being homeless for over twenty years, placed on SSA/SSI in July
of 1989, pipeline of criminal pathology, brutality and of
grievous Human, Civil Rights Violations with Hate Crimes: Violent
attacks, exclusions and surveillance followed by unprovoked
attacks are reference here:
Jeff Sessions
https://gamifiablecom.files.wordpress.com/2018/08/doj.pdf
Report One
https://gamifiablecom.files.wordpress.com/2020/08/report.pdf
Report Two
https://gamifiablecom.files.wordpress.com/2020/09/report_2.pdf
Report Three
https://gamifiablecom.files.wordpress.com/2021/06/four-6.pdf
Report Four
https://gamifiablecom.files.wordpress.com/2021/08/five-1.pdf
Report Five
https://gamifiablecom.files.wordpress.com/2021/08/six-7.pdf
Report Six
https://gamifiablecom.files.wordpress.com/2021/09/eight-4.pdf
Report Seven
https://gamifiablecom.files.wordpress.com/2021/09/eight-5.pdf
Report Eight
https://gamifiablecom.files.wordpress.com/2021/09/nin-6.pdf
Report Nine
https://gamifiablecom.files.wordpress.com/2021/09/nin-11.pdf
With stimuli of a proximal criminal, a positioning adjacent and
to cause sickness, I am brutally stalked, and with relentless
momentum, with contraband tossed in street, opiates and or meth
that I leave lie and with an inundated out of consensus that is
not of a natural selection and an offense use as a weapon to
cause emotional upheaval, bake in reactionary and trigger an
event, I was in Alhambra Civic Library on 09/26/2021, and this is
a proximal metric in scope of the drugs, child porn, human
trafficking and the positioning of out of consensus metrics:
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https://gamifiablecom.files.wordpress.com/2021/09/sun1.jpg
With strategic implementation to bake in sickness by climate
control in the public library and public transportation, the
utilization of second-hand smoke, Sunday evening on the same
date, this person positions herself, back to me at first and then
to gaze copiously west, a pattern reference of how something or
the other will “look” and or of this “book” criminal pathology
that will subsume a metric in this abstract at the Glendale
Central Library, Glendale Cali, for to put one in state and of
which is to engage Law Enforcement is to exclude and or to have
unwanted narrative with me! Without exaggeration, this has
happened over a thousand times! With events very contentious, an
upheaval at term and of a profound brutality of Human, Civil
Rights Violations with Hate Crimes, none must be confused as to
my self-control and competency, being able live through so many
unprovoked, grievous attacks:
https://gamifiablecom.files.wordpress.com/2021/09/sun.jpg
The stimuli to cause fatigue is in a pipeline with mobility and
it causes a disruption of REM and is triggered afterward for an
catastrophic event, and entering the Glendale Central Library
yesterday 09/27/2021, this security was parameter with another
person with such mobility in hand and of its explicit utilization
of that weapon:
https://gamifiablecom.files.wordpress.com/2021/09/x.jpg
With this assault happening 1000s of times, I have utilized brain
wave entrainment and Transcendental Meditation, so I am able to
sustain competencies and character;though, Metro 18O on the way
from Glendale Cali to Pasadena Cali on 09/27/2021, again it was
bizarre, hostile and this interim a rhetorical, all behind me,
yet I faintly heard it because I have loud subliminal messages
cultivating as a closed my eyes and silently chant the Daimoku
during a visualization and in this criminal pipeline of Public
Libraries and Transportation, for during this pandemic before and
after to indoctrinate, stimulate and cause sickness and or
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emotional unrest is inundated from every conceivable angle of my
existence, and the maid last night was copiously quiet at the bin
at where I have slept for more than twenty years; verifiable
metric that all events, litany of abuses and crimes are connected
and networked and aligned with a Gaslighting surveillance
pipeline of Grievous Human, Civil Rights Violation with Hate
Crimes and their Aggravating Factors:
https://gamifiablecom.files.wordpress.com/2021/08/maid.jpg
The Glendale Central Library, security and staff are in scope of
drugs, child porn, human trafficking, theft and fraud, and with
their security criminally networked, I get this subtle pathology
behind me today, the verifiable interim discussed and its priori
“look” and of “book” scope of libido offense, post this
schizophrenic jogger loop accost today and to bake in an
emotional state and of its disrupt of a cognitive upon entering
such library, he tries to trigger an incident by metrics that are
not legally all there for the task: disloyal, grievous and
criminal to exclude me:
https://gamifiablecom.files.wordpress.com/2021/09/20210928_094223
.jpg
I am fully vaccinated and transparent, known by this criminal
infrastructure, and approached at interim with gesture, of this
female, a predatory staff member and context of this pedophile,
she was suggestive as to the quietude of the interim and not a
consensus of a Library, its sciences versus her being aligned
with these profound metrics discussed in this narrative:
https://gamifiablecom.files.wordpress.com/2021/09/capture-2.png
Janyce Langlot of Veradale Washington, Brad J. Beck of Greenacres
Washington and Sylvia M. McCready of Tukwila Washington, these
loop to this metric and of its grievous narrative in these
reports listed above.
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Criminal Networks
From the decades of atrocity divulged, traction supported by
proximal metrics, I am constantly accosted, and this “leaving” of
last night 09/28/2021, this was the metric at location-based
specific of Glendale Cali post Glendale Central Library:
https://gamifiablecom.files.wordpress.com/2021/09/1-1.jpg

Bus Operators and riders in scope of the criminality are pushing
for a collateral, catastrophic event that involves this “blow up”
indoctrination, and the Metro from Glendale to Pasadena last
night was inundated strategically and of the patterns of touching
that originated in Arcadia Central Library, Arcadia Cali. Using
“The Art of Game Design: A Book of Lenses, like everything else,
all progress is attacked, and there was physical threat on that
ogle offense in retrospect of my posted game development online,
looping into Glendale Central Library, staff and security with
peripheral, grievous interstate criminality.
All pipeline is inundated with surveillance and of criminal
metrics, as the maid last night had his radio in loop with the
maintenance guy next door that times his to go off at night to, a
24/7 accost and attacks are to cause sickness and or emotional
instability and harm, and this morning the maid starts the door
slamming pattern and of that criminal pathology, maintenance guy
chimes in right after, so when this, another lie in wait to “blow
up,” these gardeners that are networked in LA County this way and
explicit with me to engage an unprovoked attack, this one was
quipping “mother fucker brother” as with the rhetoric in the
Metro 180 last night:
https://gamifiablecom.files.wordpress.com/2021/09/x-1.jpg
https://gamifiablecom.files.wordpress.com/2021/09/yone.jpg
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There is this sanitizing pathology that references the feces id
at where a value proposition is placed on their appearances and
of its juvenile demonstration that loops to this intrusion of
space, physical touching and its never ending indoctrination as
to an emotional problem stimulated by this positioning and
adjacent out of consensus metrics, and this is the woman post the
gardener with the leaf blower, reminding of an interstate
criminality in Los Angeles County that is explicit with metrics

divulged in reports:
https://gamifiablecom.files.wordpress.com/2021/09/y.jpg
The Westin of Pasadena, 191 N Los Robles Ave, Pasadena CA 91101
was delivering criminal metrics in this pipeline this morning and
of the reference group metric interim:
https://gamifiablecom.files.wordpress.com/2021/09/a-4.jpg
https://gamifiablecom.files.wordpress.com/2021/09/post-walk.jpg
These are relatives to the metric Sunday 09/26/2021 and of
patterns of security yesterday and of the color coded, unwanted
touching and of the offensiveness of libido on the Metro 180 to
trigger a “blow up.”
https://gamifiablecom.files.wordpress.com/2021/09/20210928_094223

.jpg
https://gamifiablecom.files.wordpress.com/2021/09/sun.jpg
9/11 Scope And Metrics
Since being evicted from the Glendale YMCA, served papers on Good
Friday 2001, I have been homeless and through extraordinary
Human/Civil Rights Challenges with Hate Crimes:
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https://gamifiablecom.files.wordpress.com/2021/09/unnamed.jpg
That is the out of consensus pathology, of unprovoked attacks and
of the gravitation of incident to disrupt, trigger consternation
and indoctrinate and or exclude by engaging Law Enforcement, and
this recurring, hostile proximal positioning has been documented
during that pandemic; Arcadia County Park, Arcadia Cali and its
loop into Santa Anita Park Race Track, meth mixture of chemistry

that killed equine, the surveillance is to directs catastrophic
event, particular the navigational metrics of my Uber app that
culminated by the torpedo of my Uber/Getaround vehicle on May 14,
2019, so this woman, pic to follow, who rammed my vehicle is a
direct reference to what is a deduction of those that have no
regard for self and of others and had used a suicide attack, the
explicit pedestrian Elaine Herzberg on March 18, 2018 and also a
connection here as discussed above:
https://gamifiablecom.files.wordpress.com/2019/10/unnamed-5.jpg
Once I was able to leave Arcadia County Park, working daily with
solar powers a park combative and with adjacent metric, with
Foothill Transit that culprit then with Public Transportation,
entering the pipeline of Metro 180, bus operators and riders are
still an inundation of hostilities that is networked throughout
Glendale Cali: an all bases covered to deny access to resources

and or exclude, even tainting of food and or coffee with
agitation service, so today arriving at Glendale Central Library,
Glendale Cali on 09/30/2021, that particular person yesterday was
lying on his back with her feet against that wall, ogling at me
bizarrely no mask and at my backside at when I left and is a
deliberate, well documented positioning of criminal metrics:
https://gamifiablecom.files.wordpress.com/2021/09/unnamed.jpg
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With multiple Library staff pathology and security, post accosts
and this combative dog-walker pipeline that originated in my
scope from Marvin Acuna, then the proprietor of the Pizza Plant
of Pasadena Cali, me gigging then for Rover.com, the out of
consensus, criminal networks and pathology was a hornet’s nest of
immoral turpitude today, staff whispering in a state again with a
creepy accost to trigger event, post multiple accost and
observational parade of pathology, it is verifiable that from

Good Friday 2001, serving papers of eviction to from the Glendale
YMCA for “I don’t need a reason,” metrics of this Library are
isolated, classified, and defined as combatants in scope of 9/11.
Uber Kill
Pathology of accost continues with a criminal proximal metric to
impede, stimulate and or trigger emotional unrest to cause drug
and or alcohol abuse with a relentless Gaslighting pipeline. Last
night10/12/2021, again at the 99 cent store at 442 N Los Robles
Ave, Pasadena, CA 91101, an inundation, there was unwanted
touching, my book bag to trigger an event to deny access to of
resources.
Timed and with history of local definition at 91101, of the scope
of all my mail and of the same zip-code of the garbage bin I have
slept at for that last twenty plus years, another combative,

African American was an occupational hostility Sunday, another
intimidating me, a fringe persona positioned as I entered the
Glendale Central Library today, and he was copious with his mask
as to one should not say anything, a reference to this library
security and intent to cause a crime, and there was, again, in
that 99 cent store an attempt to put a child in harms way and or
the same context of using seniors and animals, an end to end with
this criminal dog walking parade that continues to criminally
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stalk and of the Rover.com history with me, of those metrics that
cost me another opportunity to succeed!
These things do not, have not and will not happen otherwise, and
all is a pipeline to Brad J. Beck, Janyce Langlot, Sylvia M.
McCready of Greenacres, Veradale, and Tukwila Washington and
aligned with local area definition Santa Anita Park Race Track of
Arcadia Cali, Pasadena and Glendale, Los Angeles County. Public

Transportation is still criminally compromised, and with adjacent
predatory in loop, here across from me and with these children
that references child porn, the woman facing the kids is creating
stimuli to cause incident, Metro 180 from Pasadena to Glendale
this morning:
https://gamifiablecom.files.wordpress.com/2021/10/20211013_081530
.jpg
Sunday was combative with positioning and scope of the
grievousness of this narrative, and pipeline is with intent to
engage law enforcement and security. Methadone was tossed in my
pathway today and a backstory of this event manifest of such as
meth, opiates, and fentanyl:
https://gamifiablecom.files.wordpress.com/2021/08/20210810_203041
.jpg
The above is a reference in Glendale Cali at local definition
adjacent the Glendale Central Library; utilizing stimuli of
second-hand smoke and mobility and with a threat he would “call
the police,” same rhetorical of that combative metrics of Sunday
10/10/2021 and of the unsavory intrusion Sunday night, for these
fringes of persons in a criminal network with recovery homes,
their staff, patients and doctors that deal drugs, child porn,
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human trafficking, theft and fraud, this maid shows up again
today, this pink face-off that is priori olfactory aligned with
these dog walkers and its criminal infrastructure in communities.
https://gamifiablecom.files.wordpress.com/2021/06/maid.jpg
When my Uber/Getaround car was torpedoed on May 14, 2019 – being
on SSA/SSI since 1989, all the job losses, evictions, violent

attacks, sabotage of any and all possibilities to succeed, I have
taken upon myself to divulge everything that has happened and is
happening and all connected to this person who rammed that car on
May 14, 2019:
https://gamifiablecom.files.wordpress.com/2019/10/unnamed-5.jpg
Summary
All the conflict, consternation and pattern disrupt to deviate,
indoctrinate and exclude from Life, Liberty and Property,
grievous of harms that reference Human/Civil Rights violation
with hate crimes can be measured at this interim;brutal during
the pandemic and wrangling with a rooted criminal, I am paced, at
diametric observational, me facing the other way, a diametric to
this Glendale Library Security, Glendale Cali on 10/13/2021 at
about 7PM Pacific Standard Time:
https://gamifiablecom.files.wordpress.com/2021/10/one.jpg
Reminding that these things do not happen otherwise and the
backlog of incidents and crimes are a profundity that harbors
Dereliction of Duty and Obstruction of Justice aligned with
Gaslighting and misinformation for profit and power that end to
ends with twelve step recovery programs: staff, social workers,
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doctors and fringes that are criminally seamless, as I am always
accosted leaving anything or proximally stalked or accosted, here
is the observational pathology in scope last night leaving the
Glendale Central Library:
https://gamifiablecom.files.wordpress.com/2021/10/two.jpg
The Rover.com gig was an opportunity for me, for I could house-

sit too and I was an Uber Driver contending with navigational
conspiracy, an occupational metrics of my ride-share app that
ended catastrophically in May 14, 2019; criminally compromised,
my gigging with Rover.com is a loop of stalking with these dog
walkers, and I have no Rover.com gig and or the Uber opportunity,
all reference to the narrative here.
First thing this morning, post the intrusion Sunday and relative
to the positioning of out of consensus metrics of drug addicts,
alcoholics, persons with emotional problems and pedophelia, align
all that with surveillance that is in scope of theft, fraud and
human, drug trafficking and prostitution, here is the sequence of
metrics this morning:
https://gamifiablecom.files.wordpress.com/2021/10/three.jpg
https://gamifiablecom.files.wordpress.com/2021/10/four.jpg
https://gamifiablecom.files.wordpress.com/2021/10/five.jpg
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